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ST8 Series Planar Capacitor Arrays

The heart of the filter connector is the capacitor array. Shieldtechnic uses

monolithic ceramic capacitor array on both thick and thin film technology. Using

a dry process to laminate the layers of X7R ceramic tape, shieldtechnic is capable

of achieving capacitance values from 100pF to 100nF on the same array. Our extensive

filtering capability allows for unique applications and arrangements not engineered

elsewhere in the connector world. This may include mixed contact sizes, new insert

arrangements,etc.

The planar array is much more complex and versatile in its design. The planar uses

the same X7R material, the electrodes run perpendicular to the contact. This allows

higher capacitance and higher voltage ratings, as the pin to pin spacing does not

affect the 0 design as much. With the electrodes running perpendicular to the contact,

we can stack more electrodes thus increasing capacitance and at the same time,

thicken the dielectric between electrodes to increase withstanding voltages.

The planar array also has the advantage of strength. As the layers of ceramics are

stacked perpendicular to the contact, we can increase the planar thickness to

about .100" to withstand high vibration scenarios as in the EFA. This far outweighs

the .015" found in the Tubular capacitor. Because the capacitor is ceramic, it is

relatively brittle in comparison to the other components of a connector (metal,

rubber, and plastic).

Therefore, the internal construction of the filter connector must isolate the

capacitors from mechanical stress.

We produce ST8 series Planar Capacitor Arrays (also called Planar Capacitor

Arrays Chip) in scale, the typical model shows in figure 2.

The type specification of the product consists of the follows:
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Figure 2

09350622D：09————code of shell; 35————code of arrangement；06———quantity

of connectelement；22D————size of inner bore of planar capacitor

arrays。(22D means the ID of the inner bore of planar capacitor array

is 0.9mm.)

PerformancePerformancePerformancePerformance：
1． Rated voltage（UR）

Rated voltage ：50 VDC 、 100 VDC 、 200 VDC 。

2． Withstand voltage ：2.5UR

3． Dielectric resistance（Rj）

When capacitance C≤1000pF，Rj≥10000MΩ；
When capacitance C＞1000pF，Rj≥1000MΩ。

PracticalPracticalPracticalPractical applicationapplicationapplicationapplication environmentenvironmentenvironmentenvironment ::::
working temperature：-40℃～+85℃、-55℃～+85℃、-55℃～+125℃

Note : Additional Capacitance Values, Withstand voltage and loss insertion are available
upon request. Actually, the capacitance of high frequency signal wire should be low, and
the capacitance of control wire should be moderate, and the capacitance of power wire
should be high, and it could be designed and produced according to the requirement of
frequency response.

How to do before install ST8 type planar capacitor chip

style

The chip of the ST8 type planar capacitor chip is made of ceramic, the below should

be followed before installing it into the shell of the connector:

① Wear gloves when packing；

② chip style' material is ceramic，should be handle with care；

③ when test,metal probe should be get to signal pole and earthing pole；
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④ When test withstand voltage, the voltge should be increased step by step to the

rated voltage, and make sure the testing point of the chip and the voltage supplier

contact well, and discharging the chip after the test；

⑤ chip style should be packing in clean poly bag；

⑥ Before install the π type filter，please check the magnetic cores and capacitor

chip style are matching first；

How to install ST8 type planar capacitor chip style

Put the st8 series planar capacitor chip inside the shell of connector, you

got the planar capacitor filter. It is must to do the test for electrical performance

and the voltage processing test for over 48hours after installation, and the planar

capacitor filter could be used only if it pass the tests. If the clients think it

difficult to install the planar capacitor filter, we can do it instead if adaptive

shell and accessories are supplied. Two kinds of installation for reference or choose

as below:

1 Installation 1

It is also called soft-connect install way, and it is more progressive.Insert

one end of the contact pin into the hole on planar capacitor filter chip, and insert

the other end into the conductive rubber ring (a matched magnetic core is need between

the filter chips if it is a π type filter), and then install the positioning

arrangement board on the planar capacitor filter chip. Make sure the positioning

notch on planar capacitor filter and the positioning arrangement board is coinciding.

Then, put it into the shell of connector, make sure earthing pole of the filter chip

keeps in touch with the spring card inside the connector shell, and earthing pold

of filter chip contact the shell of connector well.

2 Installation 2

Insert one end of the contact pin into the hole on planar capacitor filter chip,

(a matched magnetic core is need between the filter chips if it is a π type filter),

and Install the capacitor filter chip with specified welding tool. The welding

temperature should be lower than 265℃, and the welding time in highest temperature

should be limited in 10 seconds. The best welding curve shows in figure 5.Small flaw

would be made on porcelain parts because of the difference between the expansion

coefficient of porcelain parts and of electrode, so it is necessary and increases

the reliability of filter board to preheat and cooling appropriately. Clear with

acetone and dry it after welding, and install the Positioning arrangement board ,

which is matched with connector, on the filter chip, Then, put it into the shell

of connector, make sure earthing pole of the filter chip keeps in touch with the

spring card inside the connector shell, and earthing pold of filter chip contact
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the shell of connector well.

Figure 5


